Database Consolidation, Modernisation
and Migration to Azure
Proactive optimisation of databases and the data they contain,
consolidating and modernising them with Microsoft’s powerful cloud,
Azure
Take your database infrastructure to new heights by leveraging
Microsoft’s powerful cloud, Azure. Dimension Data provides both
professional and managed services for consolidating, maintaining and
optimising your SQL databases on Azure. We consult on, and provide the
perfect solution for managing and extracting data in the secure and
highly compliant Azure environment

Why customers use Database
Consolidation and
Modernisation Services
•

Power BI specialists provide bespoke solutions to extract data in a
meaningful and efficient way to enable companies to make proactive
and responsive decisions as quickly as possible. With solutions tailored
to your specific business needs and goals, our expert team will offer
strategic guidance and support at every step along the way to ensure a
successful, simplified and flexible database environment on Azure.

Consolidation of databases, which
are hosted on Azure. This enables
database optimisation and ensures
your environment is modernised.

•

Simplified management of
databases with our team’s
constant guidance and support.

•

Enhanced database usage and cost
reduction within a secure, best-ofbreed Azure environment.

•

Extraction of meaningful data to
drive more informed decisions.

Simplify and streamline your database infrastructure. With
expert guidance and strategy, databases are consolidated,
optimised and supported in a proactive way by a team of
certified Microsoft Database Administrators.
Dedicated Team of Experts

Managed Database Services

Business Analytics

24/7 Support with dedicated DBAs

Simplified Database Management

Extract of meaningful data

Reduce redundancy and rapidly resolve
issues with multiple resources. Our full
Managed Service offering includes
proactive monitoring, management and
reporting of your database environment.

With the flexibility of on-demand
database provisioning and scalability
using the cloud, your organisation can
eliminate overhead costs of owning
infrastructure.

Access actionable data insights at
anytime, from anywhere with Microsoft
Azure’s cloud technology.

With in-depth consultation for optimising
database management and detailed
reporting, we will guide you at every step
along the way.

Our customised solutions will offer
strategic guidance to help meet your
organisation’s needs and reach your
business goals.

With lower costs for greater analytic
capabilities using Microsoft best
practice, your organisation will be able
to make smarter business decisions,
backed by data insights.

‘We have specialised in SQL server technology because of our belief that it is the best database
technology available for the needs of our customers globally. SQL server in Azure is a powerful
tool for managing data while being one of the most simple to configure. SQL and Azure security is
best of breed; a market leader while retaining a low cost to implement.’
– Marius Janke, General Manager, Dimension Data Data Services
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Database Consolidation, Modernisation and Migration to Azure

How Database Consolidation, Modernisation and Migration to Azure works to achieve business benefits

Dimension Data Solution
•
•
•
•

Managed SQL services in Azure
Maximise and consolidate database resources
Reduce and consolidate costs
Large Microsoft certified skilled and experienced team

Joint Solution
• Unparalleled SQL and Azure Security
• Microsoft layered approach to security
• Reduce risk of data breaches and threats
• Drive digital transformation and leverage cloud technology

Power BI
• Reduction of time for data analysis
• Self-service data analytics anywhere at any time from
the Azure cloud
• Lower costs for more accurate data analytics
• Converting abundant data into useable, intelligent insights
with analytics and Business Intelligence to drive smarter,
more strategic business decisions.

Our Database Management
Solution Promise
•

True 24/7 support with
dedicated Database
Administrators to ensure rapid
issue resolution and consistent
delivery.

•

Professional consulting services
to guide you on and deliver
database management and
optimidation.

•

Power BI solutions to extract the
most value from your data.

•

Migration of SQL data to a secure
Azure cloud environment.

•

With Dimension Data, managing
and making sense of your data is
made easy.

Tangible Benefits / Desired Outcomes
•
•
•
•
•

Lower costs for data management, analysis and storage
Stability, flexibility and scalability of database environment
Better data security
Meaningful and easy-to-use data analytics
A reliable partner to develop a roadmap for implementation and
modernisation, as well as to advise on database structure and
provide Managed Services which offer proactive diagnostics and
quick and effective support.

Why Dimension Data?
Dimension Data has a proven track record as a Microsoft partner with a large skilled and experienced team
of Microsoft-certified DBAs and PowerBI specialists. Data is managed in the highly secure Azure
environment. Databases are consolidated, optimised and supported in a proactive way by a team of
certified Microsoft Database Administrators. Power BI specialists provide bespoke solutions to extract
data in a meaningful and efficient way to enable companies to make proactive and responsive decisions as
quickly as possible. Dimension Data provides all aspects of IT services from infrastructure to applications
development on various platforms. This gives us the ability to deliver solutions for any IT problem. This
supports the vital applications development work we provide to an organisation’s end user. As a Microsoft
Azure Expert MSP partner, we are able to provide a full end-to-end solution to an organisation in every
industry vertical. Our capability across the full IT stack of connectivity, networking, security and
applications, enables us to provide supporting services giving you an advantage.
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